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SECURE DATA AND 

CONTENT MANAGEMENT 

WHILE USING AFFORDABLE 

PUBLIC CLOUD STORAGE



THE CHALLENGE

Even as cloud subscription services are reaching 

new highs and cloud adoption is increasing at a 

pace hitherto unmatched, IT and security 

organizations worldwide are having to make hard 

decisions about data they feel secure storing in the 

cloud vs not.  While all IT organizations the world 

over are held accountable for the security and 

integrity of their own data assets, a few are in the 

unenviable position of protecting data that belong to 

their customers or partners. Regulatory authorities 

require a higher level of scrutiny around how such 

data is stored and this, in turn demands an even 

higher standard of accountability from IT 

organizations.

Recently, a world leader in IT services, with close to 

150,000 employees was posed with such a problem 

– they routinely had to store and share data 

belonging to customers and partners. 

Regulatory scrutiny around the security of such data 

had driven them to keep such data on-premise, 

which over time, had driven up their storage and 

management costs, not to mention the IT staffing 

required to maintain and manage the storage sub-

systems. Additionally, they had very little visibility 

on usage of the data – how much of the data was 

being accessed, by who, and how often?  There 

was also no versioning capability to the data.  

Backup systems usually backup data once a day, 

which meant that for files that changed several 

times in a day, it wasn’t possible to go back and 

look at previous versions.

The logical move to solve the problem of storage 

and management costs would have been to use 

cloud storage. The cloud however, still poses a 

series of challenges for a business’ security team. 

The company was concerned (and rightfully so) 

about the safety of their employee data sitting in a 

public cloud.  A recent survey of Enterprise and 

SMB customers across the world shows that 

security remains the single biggest inhibitor 

towards increased cloud adoption. Fully 61% of 

respondents cite that as the #1 concern about 

moving their data and workloads to the cloud.

Most public cloud vendors do encrypt the data 

sitting in their data centers, but the catch is that 

they encrypt using encryption keys which they 

own and keep with them. This of course means 

that they can decrypt data at any time and gain 

full access to it. Public cloud vendors don’t 

usually have any designs on their customers’ 

confidential data, but the risk of a rogue employee 

in their organization having access to a business’ 

sensitive information is a showstopper for many 

security teams. Also, if asked by government 

bodies to turn over sensitive data, many public 

cloud vendors have no choice to comply because 

they’re bound by the laws of the land.  

One way public cloud vendors have tried to 

mitigate this problem is by creating Hardware 

Security Modules (HSMs) in their clouds and 

allowing users to manage keys using such a 

mechanism. The logic here is that the customer is 

able to manage their keys via the HSM without 

necessarily disclosing that knowledge of the 

public cloud vendor. Even with such an approach, 

the reality is that the encryption keys travel 

outside the customer network perimeter and into 

the cloud – which makes security teams highly 

uncomfortable.



THE SOLUTION

What was needed here was a data management 

solution which was sensitive to the security needs in 

the public cloud. A solution which would allow the 

business’ digital assets to be stored securely in the 

cloud without allowing unauthorized access to 

anybody outside the organization.  It would still 

have to allow for secure sharing of data within and 

outside the organization, but without compromising 

security standards set by regulatory bodies.  It 

would need to have abilities to report and audit 

usage as well as allow versioning of data.  It also 

needed to be high performing, practical in terms of 

network bandwidth usage and scalable across 

multiple geographies.

Parablu was able to offer a solution that 

addressed these needs perfectly. Parablu’s

Privacy Gateway solution - BluKrypt was 

designed for exactly this need. By installing 

BluKrypt inside their network perimeter, the 

organization was able to utilize Microsoft’s Azure 

Blob storage without compromising security and 

privacy. BluKrypt ensured that any data leaving 

the network perimeter was encrypted before it 

traveled to its Microsoft cloud destination. This 

encryption is persistent in that it isn’t just 

encryption “in-flight” – the data remains encrypted 

with the enterprise’s keys even once the data 

reaches the cloud destination and is at rest. Most 

importantly, the company is in complete control of 

the encryption keys. 

BluKrypt doesn’t merely encrypt data – it 

obfuscates it thoroughly.  File names, folder 

names etc. become undecipherable on the target 

storage when BluKrypt is in use.  Files may also 

be chunked up into smaller components and 

encrypted separately. Parablu’s solution ensures 

that piecing together data off the target cloud 

storage is completely impossible unless the user 

authenticated themselves appropriately, at which 

point, BluKrypt de-obfuscates and decrypts the 

data back to its original form.



THE SOLUTION

Lastly, Parablu’s solution is completely cloud and 

storage agnostic.  While this case study focused 

on how Parablu leveraged the Microsoft cloud, 

the solution is integrated equally well with various 

other cloud targets like Google Drive, Amazon 

S3, IBM Softlayer etc. to name just a few.  The 

solution works with equal facility even with a local 

disk or storage subsystem which is on-premise.  

Parablu, an award winning provider of secure data management solutions, engineers new-age cloud data 

protection solutions for the digital enterprise. Our Privacy Gateway powered solutions protect enterprise data 

completely and provide total visibility into all data movement. Our suite of products include: BluKrypt - a 

Privacy Gateway that completely secures critical data on the cloud,  BluVault - a powerful and secure data 

backup solution designed for the cloud, BluSync - a secure file sharing and collaboration solution for the agile 

enterprise, and BluDrive - a secure file transfer solution. These solutions easily integrate with your existing 

infrastructure making it a seamless solution for your enterprise data protection and management needs. 

Get a demo today.

www.parablu.com info@parablu.com

ABOUT US

GET A DEMO

The Parablu team was an 

absolute pleasure to work 

with. There are very few 

companies we’ve seen that 

are so responsive to feedback 

and so rapid in their response 

to requirements. Parablu was 

able to tailor their solution to 

our needs in a matter of 

weeks.

“

”

Large organizations have employees who work in 

several locations across the world.  What if an 

employee whose data has been encrypted and 

transferred to the cloud for several weeks from 

one office location, travels on business to 

another?  Will he or she have seamless access to 

the data in the new office?  Parablu’s ingenious 

solution handles this elegantly. The BluKrypt

gateways in each location are constantly in sync 

with a central management tier which Parablu

calls the ParaCloud. The ParaCloud has access 

to the Master Catalog of all data process through 

all the BluKrypt gateways. Thus an employee or 

their endpoint system, no matter where they’re 

currently located always enjoy seamless access 

to their data. Their files are decrypted by the 

BluKrypt gateway most proximal to their location 

and served up to them with no fuss. Because of 

the elegant, distributed nature of the solution, 

Parablu can easily scale to hundreds of offices or 

company locations with ease.
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